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ABSTRACT 
The ongoing consumer transition from offline to online shopping in the fashion retail industry requires retailers                

to take action. Not only do consumers shop more online, they also go online for research of retail products.                   

Forecasts tell that bringing the online experience to offline stores might bridge the gap between the two                 

channels. The online experience provides high-end digital content, and puts a demand on the product               

information offline as this was found crucial for the customer experience. The marketing possibilities in-store               

was found to be an advantage to bricks-and-mortar retailers. Thus, this study aims to investigate how the                 

customer experience can be enhanced in retail bricks-and-mortar stores through digital product information. A              

survey was conducted to identify user requirements in terms of product information. An augmented reality               

prototype was formed to satisfy the identified user requirements. The prototype was tested in two user studies                 

that evaluated the content, visualization, interaction and satisfaction. The prototype was iterated between the two               

user studies. The most crucial parameters of fashion retail product information were established, together with               

implications for the visual representation and interaction. It was found that there were unfulfilled user needs                

with existing service options, which were satisfied with the use of an augmented reality prototype for product                 

information retrieval. The use of AR for this purpose also proved to be able to contribute to an omnichannel                   

solution for multi-channel retailers. The conclusion was thus that the customer in-store experience could be               

enhanced by the introduction of an augmented reality prototype for product information retrieval, taking into               

account the implications for content, visualization and interaction provided in this study. 

 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Den pågående konsumentövergången från offline till online shopping i modedetaljhandeln kräver att            

detaljhandlare vidtar åtgärder. Förutom att konsumenterna handlar mer online, använder de också onlinebutiker             

allt mer för undersökning av produkter. Prognoser förtäljer att införandet av onlineupplevelsen till             

offline-butiker kan överbrygga klyftan mellan de två kanalerna. Onlineupplevelsen tillhandahåller högklassigt           

digitalt innehåll och ställer krav på produktinformationen offline, eftersom denna konstaterades vara en             

avgörande faktor för kundupplevelsen. Marknadsföringsmöjligheterna i fysiska butiker har visat sig vara en             

fördel för detaljhandlare som existerar i offlinekanalen. Således syftar denna studie till att undersöka hur               

kundupplevelsen kan förstärkas i fysiska detaljhandelsbutiker genom digital produktinformation. En          

enkätundersökning genomfördes för att identifiera användarnas krav när det gäller produktinformation. En            

augmented reality-prototyp formades i anspråk att tillfredsställa de identifierade användarkraven. Prototypen           

testades i två användarstudier, som utvärderade prototypens innehåll, visualisering, interaktion och           

tillfredsställelse. Prototypen itererades mellan de två användarstudierna. De mest kritiska parametrarna för            

produktinformation fastställdes, tillsammans med implikationer för visuell representation och interaktion. Det           

kunde konstateras att en AR-prototyp kunde tillfredsställa ännu omötta användarbehov för inhämtning av             

produktinformation. Användningen av AR för detta ändamål visade sig också ha möjligheten att bidra till en                

omnichannel-lösning för modehandlare som existerar i flera kanaler. Slutsatsen var således att kundupplevelsen             

i fysiska detaljhandelsbutiker kan förstärkas genom införandet av en augmented reality-prototyp för            

produktinformationsinhämtning, genom att ta hänsyn till de implikationer gällande innehåll, visualisering och            

interaktion tillhandahållna i denna studie. 
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ABSTRACT 
The ongoing consumer transition from offline to online        
shopping in the fashion retail industry requires retailers to         
take action. Not only do consumers shop more online, they          
also go online for research of retail products. Forecasts tell          
that bringing the online experience to offline stores might         
bridge the gap between the two channels. The online         
experience provides high-end digital content, and puts a        
demand on the product information offline as this was         
found crucial for the customer experience. The marketing        
possibilities in-store was found to be an advantage to         
bricks-and-mortar retailers. Thus, this study aims to       
investigate how the customer experience can be enhanced in         
retail bricks-and-mortar stores through digital product      
information. A survey was conducted to identify user        
requirements in terms of product information. An       
augmented reality prototype was formed to satisfy the        
identified user requirements. The prototype was tested in        
two user studies that evaluated the content, visualization,        
interaction and satisfaction. The prototype was iterated       
between the two user studies. The most crucial parameters         
of fashion retail product information were established,       
together with implications for the visual representation and        
interaction. It was found that an augmented reality        
prototype would satisfy yet unmet user needs in the means          
of product information retrieval. The use of AR for this          
purpose also proved to be able to contribute to an          
omnichannel solution for multi-channel retailers. The      
conclusion was thus that the customer in-store experience        
could be enhanced by the introduction of an augmented         
reality prototype for product information retrieval, taking       
into account the implications for content, visualization and        
interaction provided in this study. 
 
Author Keywords 
In-store experience; digitalization; e-commerce; explorative     
design; product information; fashion retail; augmented      
reality; interaction design; interaction technology. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI). 

INTRODUCTION 
The retail industry is one of the largest and most diversified           
operations in the world, with the business industry built         
upon a structure where manufacturers provide products and        
services to consumers. The ever-changing competitive      
market structure of retail, together with new technology,        
requires the business industry to adapt its practice        
accordingly (Kumar et al., 2017). The rise of the online          
retail trade has had great impact globally on consumer         
behavior. Big box and department store retailers decreased        
their annual growth by approximately 4% between 2009        
and 2014, while the annual growth of online retailers         
increased by 10% during these years (Globalmna 2015),        
which indicates that consumers are turning from physical        
stores to online stores. The closure of 100 Macy's stores in           
the USA in 2016 is a direct result of this change in            
consumer behavior (Globalmna 2015).  
 
Changes in consumer behaviour regarding trade of fashion        
retail goods has been palpable in Sweden. After having         
increased with 16% during the year, the e-commerce        
constituted 7,7% of the total retail trade year 2016 in          
Sweden. While 7,7% might not seem like a great share, the           
increase is growing every year and forecasts tells it’ll keep          
growing. With e-commerce constituting 10% of the total        
fashion trade, it is the third largest e-commerce exploited         
trade in Sweden. Not only do Swedes go online for          
shopping fashion retail goods, they also use it for         
researching products. In fact, 26% of Swedes do research         
on clothing and footwear online prior to in-store purchase,         
while 45% do research in-store prior to online purchase.         
(PostNord 2017) 
 
Bring online to offline 
“Reports of retail’s death have been greatly exaggerated.        
You’ve read the articles and heard the dire warnings. But          
you know better. Retail isn’t dead, far from it. But it is            
changing—rapidly and unapologetically.” (Xenia Retail,     
2017) This citation comes from Xenia, a developer of a          
modern retail framework that strives to renew and enhance         
the retail experience by creating a seamless experience,        
through providing solutions for the point-of-sale, for       
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informing sales associates and for empowering customers.       
Bricks-and-mortar retailers (retailers who exclusively     
operates through the offline channel), face an erosion of         
their sales productivity as they struggle to redefine their role          
in an omnichannel world (Hagberg et al., 2016). It is          
possible that companies like Xenia, that provide       
omnichannel solutions for retail stores, will play a big part          
in the near future. According to Gibe, Gunsjö & Lindqvist          
(2015) one of the great practical tasks today for the          
established companies within retail is to develop and weave         
in digital capabilities in existing business models to achieve         
what is called omnichannelling. A more detailed definition        
of the concept of omnichannelling can be found in the          
literature study. However, it is not yet established how retail          
stakeholders should suitfully and successfully adjust in       
terms of technological implementations and digital services.       
This makes room for an interesting area of research.  
 
Point-of-sale marketing 
It becomes important for retailers to realize the advantages         
of their bricks-and-mortar stores (physical stores), and       
specifically how to utilize the physical space for marketing.         
Ligas and Chaudhuri (2012, p. 2) mentions the “shopper         
marketing” as a concept where retailers are realizing their         
benefits. According to Shankar et al. (2011), there are two          
characteristics that bricks-and-mortar stores possess that      
differentiates them from online stores, giving them       
advantage in the means of “shopper marketing”. These        
characteristics are in-store atmospherics, and in-store      
merchandising innovations. The two can be utilized through        
innovative point-of-sale communication solutions, as the      
majority of purchase decisions are still made in-store        
(POPAI, 2014). With the point-of-sale providing a unique        
marketing possibility, allowing retailers to target customers       
while they are receptive and in the mood to buy (Dennis et            
al. 2010), the content needs to be carefully assessed in order           
to catch the shoppers’ attention. As Wojciech and        
Cuthbertson (2014) and Pantano and Timmermans (2014)       
suggest, it is how the digital technology is used for          
optimizing user experience that provides traditional stores       
with sustainable competitive advantage, not the technology       
per se. In digital marketing, making the content relevant to          
users is something that has been shown important to users.          
Crucial for relevance is personalization of content, and        
providing location-adapted information (Bauer et al., 2005). 
 
Product information 
Today customers can receive more accurate information       
about items online than in physical retail stores. The online          
experience is usually more extensive and contains features        
or information that are not provided in bricks-and-mortar        
stores, such as reviews, customer ratings or rich media         
content. Some argue that this is a significant reason to why           
retailers face a shift in sales from physical stores to online           
stores (Spreer & Kallweit, 2014). A previous study (Tellis         

& Gaeth, 1990) showed that consumers depend on precise         
and comprehensible product information at the      
point-of-sale. Situations where product information     
becomes important are for example; consumers that needs        
to be aware of specific constituents in groceries due to food           
allergies, or consumers of technical products that need to         
know additional products are compatible with the ones they         
already possess. The information that consumers are       
provided with therefore strongly influences their purchase       
behavior, consistent with consumer research for in-store       
shopping situations (Tellis & Gaeth, 1990). In another study         
where 2000 participants answered a survey about the most         
crucial attributes of an exceptional retail experience, 38%        
stated information when and where they need it to be very           
important. 47% stated that knowledgeable staff ready to        
assist wherever and whenever they need it is crucial, which          
concludes that customers wish staff to be knowledgeable.        
Fast, easy-to-use tools and service options were important        
to 31% of the respondents. (CMO Council and SAP Hybris          
2017) All of these three aspects together could suggest that          
information related to retail goods are important in-store,        
and could be provided with technological service options as         
long as they are fast and easy to use.  
 
Purpose statement and research question 
The focus of this research was on affordances of digital          
systems with the goal of addressing the challenges        
identified in the analysis of the current situation in the          
fashion retail industry. More specifically how to enhance        
the customer in-store experience by bringing forward online        
and offline product information in bricks-and-mortar stores.       
The research question was: “How can an in-store digital         
system enhance the customer experience by augmenting       
retail product information?” The research question was       
answered by investigating what type of information       
customers want to be provided with, and how they want to           
be able to retrieve it in a digital interface. The context in            
which digital systems will be examined in this research is          
Swedish fashion retail stores.  
 
THEORY AND RELATED WORK 
During the literature study, a few key concepts and         
technologies have been identified as recurrent in research        
related to digitalization of retail bricks-and-mortar stores. 
 
Omnichannelling 
Omnichannelling in retail refers to a deeper integration of         
different channels to provide the customer with a seamless         
experience. This means that all channels that a retailer         
exists in, should provide a continuous experience to users         
(Ejnarsson, 2016). Previous trends have evolved into an        
emerging omnichannel offering, and retailers that enable       
customers to shop seamlessly across multiple channels are        
considered more capable of meeting customer needs (Lewis        
et al. 2014).  
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The current omnichannel development of the Swedish       
fashion retail industry has been examined in a study carried          
out by A. Ejnarsson (2016). The Swedish market is still in           
the early stages of the omnichannel development, according        
to the findings from the study. The lack of digital maturity           
within an organization was seen as the largest challenge         
towards further development. It was also found that        
inherent characteristics of the fashion industry have made        
the retailers more reluctant when it comes to the use of data            
and analytics. Finally more data driven business decisions        
and analytics about customer behaviors and buying patterns        
was seen as the largest improvement points for the retailers          
as the development progress.  
 
Mobile recommendation agents 
Mobile product recommendation agents (RAs) are software       
systems that operate on mobile handheld devices, using        
wireless Internet to support users’ decisions en route, such         
as consumers’ product choices in retail stores. Many online         
retailers have employed RAs to resolve the information        
overload consumers experience on the web. To apply the         
same type of information resolving in-store, the new        
technology of mobile recommendation agents has emerged,       
that allows for the RA to be brought with the user in their             
mobile device. This technology has become widespread due        
to mobile devices’ increased computing power and       
popularity among the general public, and advances in        
wireless technologies that provide information about      
products. Mobile RAs (MRAs) can serve as beneficial        
tools, providing product information. (Lee & Benbasat,       
2010) 
 
MRA’s has been evaluated in research focused on        
supporting customers while shopping in bricks-and-mortar      
retail stores in earlier studies. Lee & Benbasat (2010) found          
that using MRA’s for product recommendation in the        
current context increased the effort of users, compared to         
not using it. However, it was found that MRA’s with an           
alternative-driven approach (giving the user alternatives of       
product options) helped the users to make accurate purchase         
decisions.  
 
Digital signage 
Digital displays are increasingly prevalent in large retail        
chains. While generally aiming to enhance the in-store        
environment (Dennis et al. 2010), and promote certain        
items (Burke 2009), these screens can also display other         
information to customers such as online product       
information. As retailers face increasing competition from       
Amazon and other e-commerce providers, digital signage       
has become a key focus to help increase sales (Roster          
2012).  
 
In an attempt to better optimize the information exposure in          
in-store digital signage, the researchers of a study        

investigated the effectiveness of in-store marketing      
communication appeals via digital signage in a field        
experiment, applying the construal level theory. They       
investigated the correlation between user location and       
responses to communication appeals by placing digital       
signage with different content on different locations       
in-store. The researchers found that digital signage located        
by the cashier attracted more attention, and content        
including pricing attracted more attention than other       
content. (Willems, Brengman & van de Sanden, 2017) 
 
Beacons 
Beacons are small devices which are detected by        
smartphones or other devices in proximity and indicate the         
presence of a user within the area of the beacon. Using the            
communication technology of BLE (Bluetooth Low      
Energy), beacons consume very little energy and still        
operate very location-accurate. By consumers smartphones      
detecting the beacon, retailers are able to offer many         
different services like sending out advertisements, coupons,       
product information or navigation support (Dudhane &       
Pitambare, 2015) to users located near the       
bricks-and-mortar retail store.  
 
Possible implementations for beacons in retail was       
investigated in a study carried out by Thamm, A., Anke, J.,           
Haugk, S., and Radic, D. (2016, July). The researchers also          
identified technical requirements and the potential impact       
on the retailer’s business model by introducing the beacons         
technology. It was found that beacon-based services are a         
promising approach, if they are part of a more         
comprehensive digital marketing strategy (Burdick, 2015).      
A growing share of consumers already use their        
smartphones as part of their shopping activity today, for         
instance to retrieve additional product information. Thus,       
implementing beacons to provide context-specific     
information might create a more seamless and convenient        
shopping experience (Burdick, 2015).  
 
Augmented reality 
Augmented reality (AR) is a live, direct or indirect, view of           
a physical, real-world environment whose elements are       
augmented by computer-generated perceptual information.     
Thus, AR can be used to visualize online-content projected         
around physical retail products in-store. AR is an        
intensively discussed approach for bringing     
online-information to in-store environments, due to its wide        
visualization possibilities and intuitive interface (Spreer &       
Kallweit, 2014).  
 
The acceptance of AR technologies in retail was examined         
in a study carried through by Spreer & Kallweit (2014)          
where a solution for augmenting product information of        
books was developed and tested. The researchers found that         
AR improves the information search at the point-of-sale for         
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the users included in the study. Positive attitude towards         
AR in retail was also observed in a study carried through by            
Rashid, Peig & Pous (2015) where an augmented reality         
interface was developed. The interface was designed to        
bring forward online product information to users by        
reading an RFID-tag on the product-shelf bound to specific         
products. The test subjects included in the study all agreed          
they would use the system while shopping if it was          
available. They all stated that their shopping experience was         
enriched.  
 
METHOD 
The data gathering began with establishing the user needs in          
an exploratory survey. An ideation process was entered        
where findings from the initial survey and literature study         
were considered. Ideas were realized in a high-fidelity        
augmented reality prototype. The hi-fi prototype was       
evaluated in two iteration cycles, where each cycle included         
user testing.  
 
Exploratory survey 
An exploratory survey was conducted, with the purpose of         
exploring the field of the consumer need for information         
concerning fashion retail products. The survey included       
questions to generate qualitative data mainly, but also to         
some extent quantitative data (Appendix 1). The questions        
with the purpose of generating qualitative data were        
open-ended in order for the participants to freely elaborate         
on their answers. The survey was sent out to a selection of            
Cybercom employees stationed at the Sveavägen office, and        
ended up including 14 participants, ages ranging from        
18-65+. The distribution was approximately even between       
the female and male gender. The majority of participants         
shopped clothing every other month to every quarter of a          
year both in-store and online, while they were primarily         
shopping for themselves. 
 
Ideation 
The survey was followed by an ideation phase, where         
findings from the problem identifying process as well as         
problem solving tools found in the literature study were         
taken into account. Findings from the initial survey laid the          
basis for the content of the interface, while findings from          
the literature study laid the basis for the technology to use           
to create the interface. The ideation included brainstorming        
around the affordances of different available digital       
technologies for supporting consumers in bricks-and-mortar      
retail stores, and how they might help satisfy the users          
needs. Outcomes of the ideation were later realized in high          
fidelity using the multiplatform game engine Unity 3D with         
augmented reality software development kit Vuforia, where       
the first hi-fi prototype was finalized. The 3D-models used         
in the prototype were either created manually in Unity,         
imported from Asset Store or downloaded from free        

3D-models sites. The interactions and connections between       
objects were coded in C#. 
 
User study one 
After the first prototype of the AR-application was        
finalized, the first user study was conducted. Seven test         
subjects were recruited from the Cybercom Sveavägen       
office in the first user testing. The test subjects were three           
of the male and four of the female gender, ages ranging           
from 18-54. The user testing consisted of a think-aloud         
testing where the users were instructed to perform a specific          
task with subtasks (Appendix 2) whilst encouraged to speak         
their minds regarding interpretations of the system tested.        
Before beginning the test, users were given a scenario of          
being in a physical fashion retail store where they had found           
a garment they were interested in. After the practical         
testing, the users participated in a semi-structured interview        
in which they were asked questions about their        
interpretation of the system. The questions concerned       
content, visualization and interaction, and their overall       
satisfaction of the system. (Appendix 2) 
 
User study two 
Based on the outcomes of the first user study, the hi-fi           
prototype was iterated to better meet the needs of the users.           
The iterated prototype was then user tested, following the         
same structure as the first user study. In the second user           
study, 3 of the 7 test subjects included in the first user study             
were recruited. The test subjects were 2 of the male and 1 of             
the female gender, ages ranging from 25-44.  
 
RESULTS 
In this section the results of the exploratory survey and the           
two user studies will be presented, as well as the two           
iterations of the hi-fi prototypes. 
 
Exploratory survey 
Fashion retail product information that was found to be of          
interest to consumers were: quality, material, fit, available        
colors, washing instructions, comfort, price, customers      
ratings, environmental impact information, origin and stock       
status. Almost half of the participants had other        
expectations on the product information to be provided        
online than offline, as they claimed they need more         
information on the products fit when shopping online. The         
other half of the participants stated that the information they          
wanted to be provided with differed in-store and online.         
However, a general notion amongst several participants was        
that the product information in online shops was often more          
extensive, diverse and provides customer reviews. The most        
critical parameter in the purchase decision making of a         
product was the material(s) that a product consists of, as          
five of the participants mentioned this parameter. Other        
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critical information was size, quality, and washing       
instructions. 

Perceived missing information in-store that participants      
mentioned was: quality, manufacturing country and      
process, ecological footprint, availability in other stores,       
available sizes and colors, comfort, stock status, fit and         
detailed washing instructions. Some of the participants       
claimed that they can get most of information they want          
from a salesperson, however the waiting time before getting         
in touch with a salesperson had caused several of the          
participants not to purchase the intended product(s). Other        
reasons to why they did not follow through a purchase          
were: missing stock status, bad service, missing information        
about materials. 
 
The participants were given 9 parameters of information        
related to their shopping experience and were asked to rate          
the possibility of taking them into consideration while        
shopping in-store. The average rate of each parameter is         
displayed in Figure 1. 

  
Figure 1. The average possibility that participants would take 

parameters into consideration whilst shopping. 
 
All participants except one, prefered finding the information        
themselves before asking a salesperson. The main reason        
for this, that several participants mentioned, was that they         
wanted objective information without sales talk or bias.        
They also experienced that asking a salesperson takes        
longer time than finding it themselves. 
 
First prototype development 
The ideation phase resulted in a selection of needs to be           
satisfied, together with the technology to be used for         
creating the interface. The needs that were chosen were a          
garments fit, origin, available colors , sizes , stock status in         
the current store and stock status in other store locations .          
These parameters were a selection of the ones the         
participants mentioned most frequently in the open-ended       
questions of the survey, as well as highest rated when          
approached with a selection of parameters. All asked for         
parameters were not included in the first prototype due to          
the time limit of the research, and thus being able to design            

qualitative solutions for the ones chosen. Since the content         
of the prototype were to again be evaluated in the user           
studies, it was not crucial to have it complete from the start.  
The technology chosen to use for development was        
augmented reality, integrated in a mobile application. Since        
AR was found to improve the consumers’       
information-search at the point-of-sale (Spreer & Kallweit,       
2014), it was found suitable for the purpose of the          
prototype. The first high fidelity prototype was created as         
part of the ideation process, as realizing the ideas using the           
chosen technology helped understand what was doable.  
 

 
Figure 2. The first prototype 

 
The resulting solution (Figure 2) was for a customer to scan           
a 2D pattern on a garments price tag and then scan a 2D             
pattern on a physical mannequin. A 3D-model of the         
scanned garment would then be projected onto the physical         
mannequin, adjusted to the mannequins real measurements.       
By doing this, the user could get an idea of the garments fit             
in relation to the mannequin, and thus the fit on themselves           
by comparing the mannequin’s measurements with      
themselves. The idea was based on the fact that most          
clothing products in bricks-and-mortar stores are displayed       
on hangers or folded on shelves or tables amongst other          
products. Instead of the people behind the store deciding         
what products to be displayed on the mannequins, the         
customer could decide. As opposed to online stores, where         
most of the times the clothing products are displayed on a           
human model, viewing the garment in augmented reality        
allows for any 3D-perspective as well as the fit in relation           
to a real object in 3D. This could be useful in situations            
where users are in a hurry, already visited the fitting rooms,           
fitting rooms are busy, or want to get a first glance before            
trying it on themselves. The user could change size, and          
thus see how the change of size affected the fit on the            
mannequin. By swiping up or down, the user could change          
size of the garment. The garment would then adjust to the           
mannequin. The product’s origin was visualized in the form         
of the production country’s flag projected behind the        
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clothing model. By swiping right or left on the garment, the           
user could change color of the garment in order to visualize           
available colors. The stock status of a garment of a specific           
size and color was visualized in the form of a transparent           
container filling up to certain levels and changing color         
depending on the stock. For example, if the stock was low,           
the container would fill up to its lowest level with the           
content being red. The container was placed underneath the         
3D-model of the garment. 
 
Findings from user study one 
Data gathered in the first user study including think-aloud         
testing and semi-structured interviews are presented in four        
categories: content, visualization, interaction and     
satisfaction. 
 

 
Figure 3. A participant projects the chosen garment onto the 

mannequin. 
 
Content 
The content of the application was found to correspond well          
with the information that was of interest to the participants,          
as the average rate that the participants stated were 4,1 on a            
scale from 1-5 of correspondence. The main reasons that         
participants stated for not rating full correspondence was        
because of the lack of material information. Fit, size, colors          
and stock status were of high interest to all participants,          
while origin information was of interest but to a lower          
degree. 
 
Visualization 
A general notion amongst the test subjects was that they          
found the idea of projecting the garment onto a mannequin          
in order to view the garment while worn in 3D relevant,           
since it gave a more realistic picture of the garments fit.           
They also appreciated the visualization of colors and sizes,         
however three participants wanted more confirmation that       
the size was changed. Some complications and       
confusements were detected during the user testing. Five        
participants stated it was unclear how many items were in          
stock, judging from the visualization of the stock status.         
Four participants stated the flag representing the origin was         
too big. Three participants stated the flag was placed in a           

location that attracted too much attention, and three        
participants stated it was unclear what the flag represented.  
 
Interaction 
All participants found swiping gestures suitable and       
intuitive for changing color, size and store location.        
However three participants would have liked to get        
instructions for the swiping, in order to initially understand         
how to generate the different actions by swiping. Three         
participants also would have liked initial instructions       
on-screen in order to know how to scan the 2D patterns, and            
why. In addition, two of participants would’ve wanted a         
confirmation when a pattern was scanned, in order to know          
when the mobile device had recognized the garment.  
Three of the participants found the arrows indicating        
swiping interaction confusing, as they claimed they either        
thought they were meant to touch the arrows in order to           
change color/size/location or they thought that they were        
supposed to tilt the mobile device in the direction of the           
arrows in order to generate these actions.  
 
Satisfaction 

 
Figure 4. Participants average rated possibility of usage 

 
As seen in Figure 4, the possibilities that participants would          
use the application again, or use an AR-application before         
both asking a salesperson or the online store were all above           
3.  
 
Reasons to why the participants would use the system again          
were quite spread out. Three participants claimed that the         
possibility of them using the app again was very situation          
dependant. Situations where they would use it were        
(summarized): if they were stressed, if the dressing rooms         
were busy and if they already visited the dressing rooms.          
One participant mentioned that it’s a hassle to download an          
app, and that they would want a reward in order to motivate            
themselves to download it. The same person claimed that in          
order to keep using the app, they would want continuous          
discounts. One participant claimed that the trustworthiness       
of the app would motivate them to use it, another          
participant was motivated by the possibility to check out         
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available sizes and colors in stock and another was         
motivated by the possibility to view the fit. 
 
A factor that strongly affected the reason why they would          
rather use the AR-app was that the sales personnel is often           
not present or in the proximity when in need of assistance,           
as five participants mentioned this in different ways. Three         
participants mentioned that they simply do not want to         
interact with sales personnel, they would rather find        
information themselves. Two participants mentioned that      
the AR-app had more possibilities to integrate different        
functionalities, such as ordering from online or giving        
personalized suggestions. One participant claimed that the       
app would provide more detailed and qualitative       
information than a salesperson.  
 
Four participants stated that the fit is more realistic in the           
AR-app as it provides fit in relation to a real physical           
mannequin instead of a picture, and that this would         
motivate them to use an AR-app instead of the online store.           
Two participants claimed that not having to search for the          
garment, instead finding the accurate garment of right size         
and color right away by scanning it was the main reason to            
why they would rather use an AR-app in-store than going          
online. One participant mentioned that the online store        
provided the possibility to filter on a specific color, and that           
this feature was not provided in the AR-app so that one           
would have to scan each garment in order to gather what           
garments that were available in a specific color. This was          
something that would motivate them to rather use the online          
store. One participant mentioned that the accuracy of        
information provided was a crucial factor, and that online         
stores information often was not updated and that an         
AR-app would therefore have advantage if it’s information        
was up to date. 
 
Second prototype development 
Based on the findings from the first user testing, the          
prototype could be improved in terms of content,        
visualization and interaction in order to better satisfy the         
users. The flag showing the origin of a garment was          
decreased in size and moved to the right upper corner just           
above the projected garment, so that it was no longer          
covered and took less space. A small text was added onto           
the flag confirming the production country. Right beside the         
flag, on the left hand side, a small rectangle was added with            
material information. Inside the rectangle, there was also a         
small text confirming the size that the garment was         
currently showing.  

  
Figure 5 & 6. The second prototype, with and without the 

initial instructions. 
 
A number was added to the stock status container,         
confirming how many of a garment of a specific size and           
color was in stock. (Figure 6) Initial instructions were         
added both for the scanning and swiping interactions. When         
the user had scanned the 2D-pattern on the garment, an          
informative rectangle popped up on-screen with text       
confirming that the mobile device had recognized the        
pattern and that the next step was to scan the mannequin.           
The informative text was bound to a timer of 10 seconds.           
When the user had scanned the 2D-pattern on the         
mannequin, another informative rectangle popped up      
confirming that the mannequin was successfully detected       
and that the user could swipe left or right on garment to            
change color, up or down on garment to change size, and           
left or right on stock status container to change store          
location. Together with the informative text, 3D-arrows       
popped up as an extra indication in what directions and in           
what locations the user should swipe. (Figure 5) Both the          
informative text and the arrows had a timer, and         
disappeared after 10 seconds in order to not disturb the          
projection of the garment. 
 
Findings from user study two 
Data gathered in the second user study including        
think-aloud testing and semi-structured interviews are      
presented in four categories: content, visualization,      
interaction and satisfaction. 
 
Content 
The participants rated the correspondence of their interest in         
product information in the prototype to an average of 4,7 on           
a scale from 1-5. Two of the users said it was just the right              
amount of information, nothing else needed. The third        
participant said there could always be something added, that         
they might not think of right now.  
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Visualization 
Overall the participants appreciated the visualization. They       
all liked visualization of colors, sizes and fit. They all          
appreciated that they could now see the number of items in           
stock. In the meantime, two participants found the container         
representing the stock status interesting and one said it         
should be represented in some other way, such as a bar           
filling up. One participant mentioned that the origin of the          
garment was not required to show all the time, rather it           
could be something showing initially that later disappeared.  
 
Interaction 
All participants thought the swiping and scanning       
interactions were logical. One participant specifically stated       
that swiping up and down is intuitive when it comes to           
increasing and decreasing the size of something. They also         
said that swiping right or left is intuitive when it comes to            
replacing something. Another participant commented the      
swiping by saying that it was just the right amount of           
interaction-types, that too many different interactions can be        
complicated. One participant said they would have liked the         
instructions to stay longer on-screen, that they would have         
wanted to decide themselves when to make it go away.  
 
Satisfaction 

 
Figure 7. Participants average rated possibility of usage 

 
As seen in Figure 7, the average possibilities that         
participants would use the system again, use an        
AR-application rather than asking a salesperson or use an         
AR-application rather than the online store were all 4 or          
above. Two participants said that the reason for preferring         
an AR-app before asking a salesperson were that        
salespeople are hard to find, and you had to wait a lot time             
for them to assist you. However, they both mentioned that          
the information in the app would have to be accurate and up            
to date. One of them mentioned that the need for asking a            
salesperson would still exist if they could not find the          
garment in-store that they were looking for. One participant         
said an AR-app could give them information that a         
salesperson could not, or information they did not know         
they wanted. 
 

One participant said the reason they would rather use an          
AR-app rather than the online store was that the navigation          
flow was perceived as more efficient due to the scanning          
process. One of them said they never used the online store           
while shopping in-store, so that was not an option. They          
also mentioned that in an AR-app they could get more          
personal and accurate information.  
 
DISCUSSION 
The aim of this research was to investigate how to enhance           
the in-store customer experience by augmenting product       
information. In order to answer the research question, data         
was gathered about what product information consumers of        
fashion retail products are interested in, and how they         
would want to be provided with this information in a digital           
interface in terms of content, visualization and interaction.        
Data was also gathered about their satisfaction of the         
system provided, and attitude towards replacing existing       
service options with an AR-application. 
 
Content 
Throughout the user studies, the participants were overall        
satisfied with the parameters of product information that        
was included in the prototype. However, it was found that          
the origin was given too much attention in the prototype, as           
several participants thought the flag representing the origin        
was too big and placed too central in the interface. This           
suggested that the origin was of less interest than the other           
parameters included, as they were all given approximately        
equal or more space and equally central placements.  
 
The only parameter that the participants found missing from         
the first user study was a garments material. This suggested          
that the material was a critical parameter to include when          
communicating product information in digital interfaces. In       
the second user testing, a visualization of the garments         
material was added in the prototype. This time participants         
seemed fully satisfied with the product information       
included, as they couldn’t think of anything missing.  
 
Based on this research, it is thus suggested to include fit,           
available colors, sizes, origin, material, and stock status in         
the current store and other branches in augmented reality         
mobile applications for retrieving fashion retail product       
information in-store, where material is of high and origin of          
low importance. 
 
On a general level, it was found that exploring what content           
that was of interest to users by exposing them to an           
incomplete prototype was an efficient way of determining        
crucial parameters to users in terms of product information.         
Basing the content simply on a survey would not         
completely cover the user needs, as many parameters were         
mentioned in the survey that were not included in the          
prototype but were not mentioned in the user testing. The          
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findings from this research therefore suggest that users        
might need a tangible proposal in order to fully identify          
their needs. 
 
Visualization 
It was found that all users liked the idea of projecting the            
garment onto a mannequin in order to see the fit, and being            
able to change size affecting the garments fit on the          
mannequin. It was mentioned by two participants that this         
solution gave a more realistic view of the garment, in          
comparison with viewing a picture online of a model         
wearing the garment. On a picture it was seen difficult to           
determine how big or small the model actually was, or if the            
garment was retouched. Another participant mentioned that       
viewing the fit in different sizes brought trustworthiness to         
the application. This together suggests that using       
augmented reality for fulfilling the user need of seeing the          
fit would be a solution that users had a higher possibility to            
trust. With fit being a parameter of product information that          
was found critical, one could argue that it would be crucial           
that the way this parameter is communicated is trustworthy         
and that augmented reality is therefore suitable for this         
matter.  
 
The participants overall appreciated the possibility to see        
available colors by changing the color of the garment. None          
of them mentioned another solution for this matter. It is          
therefore suggested to visualize the color of a garment by          
changing the actual color of the garment in an augmented          
reality application. 
 
Several participants mentioned that the flag representing the        
origin was a bit unclear as to what it represented. The same            
nature of problem was recognized when most participants        
found the visualization of the stock status interesting, but         
that it was somewhat unclear as to exactly how many items           
of a specific size and color were in stock. Lastly, this           
problem was also apparent when users claimed they wanted         
an extra confirmation that the size of the garment had          
changed, in addition to the garment’s actual dimensions        
changing, as they were not completely sure which size they          
had currently selected. In the second prototype, a text was          
added onto the flag which represented the origin. This         
confirmed that it was the production country being        
displayed. An exact number of items in stock was also          
added to the container representing the stock status. Lastly,         
a text indicating the selected size was added in the interface           
just above the garment. In the second user study, none of           
the participants mentioned any of the previously identified        
unclarities with the visualization of origin, stock status or         
size. Through these findings, it could be established that it          
was of high importance to the participants that the way          
product information was communicated through     
visualization was clear and many times exact. This        
corresponds to a previous study where it was found that          

fast, easy-to-use tools and service options are important to         
retail consumers (CMO Council and SAP Hybris 2017).        
The users’ observed need for concrete indications suggest        
they want to be able to retrieve information in a fast and            
easy way without prior knowledge of the meaning of         
different visualizations. It also suggests that people rely on         
text-format to some extent, in order to fully trust the          
information being communicated in digital interfaces. This       
might be due to how we are learnt to obtain information           
from an early age, where written content are given to us as            
the source of information in different institutions. 
 
Although the participants showed a certain reliability in        
written communication of information, an interest in       
innovative visualizations were observed. In both user       
studies, the participants showed an enthusiasm towards the        
visualization of both the flag and the stock status container.          
The way they were asking and commenting these two         
components, suggested that they were drawing the       
participants attention. Although the visualizations were not       
fully satisfying to the participants regarding their       
appearance and position, they made it possible to observe         
an openness to new visualization of information that was         
otherwise provided in text-format in existing service       
options. Further one can discuss that innovative       
visualization could help facilitate the process of learning,        
because of it’s ability to raise interest in matters that are           
otherwise seen not as interesting. Due to the learning         
outcomes, one could argue for an enhanced customer        
experience by including innovative visualizations of      
information in digital retail in-store interfaces. 
 
Interaction 
Throughout the user testing, it was found that all         
participants thought swiping was an intuitive      
interaction-type in the current context. Some participants       
explicitly stated that swiping up or down was intuitive when          
increasing or decreasing the size, and swiping left or right          
was intuitive when replacing something. Based on this        
research, swiping is a suggested interaction to use in         
augmented reality mobile applications of this kind.  
 
All participants found the process of scanning the price tag          
of a garment and then scanning the mannequin suitable for          
the current context. What several participants mentioned as        
a benefit with the scanning process, was that they could          
directly access the desired garment of a specific size and          
color in the application, without having to go online and          
search for it. This confirmed the findings from Spreer &          
Kallweit’s (2014) study, where it was found that AR         
improved the information-search at the point-of-sale. Thus,       
based on this study, it is suggested to use 2D-pattern          
recognition in augmented reality mobile applications for       
retrieving fashion retail product information in-store. A       
general notion amongst the participants concerning both the        
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swiping and scanning interactions, was that they did not         
initially understand what to do and what happened when         
they interacted in certain ways. Several participants also        
mentioned that they did not understand when or if the          
2D-patterns were recognized. As solutions to these       
problems, instructions were added when the user had        
scanned the 2D-patterns included. Together with the       
instructions when the mannequin had been scanned, the        
before mentioned arrows popped up as an extra indication         
on where and in which directions to swipe. In the second           
user testing, none of the aforementioned problems were        
apparent. The users’ desire for initial instructions and        
confirmations suggests that there is a need of        
meta-communication in the current context.     
Communication at the first use between the application and         
the user regarding the flow in which actions are prefered to           
take place, and explanations of what is being communicated         
through visualizations that is.  
 
Satisfaction 
The fact that there were no significant changes in         
satisfaction between the two prototypes suggests that       
participants included in the study were overall satisfied with         
the system and the included solutions for satisfying their         
needs. It also suggests that the participants had a positive          
attitude towards AR and that the prototype made it possible          
for them to visualize how such an application could serve          
their needs while shopping fashion retail goods in-store.        
The positive results confirm the findings from a similar         
study where users of an AR-application for augmenting        
information about books in-store claimed they would use it         
again if it was available. (Rashid, Peig & Pous, 2015)  
 
The most common reasons to why participants would rather         
use an AR-application before asking a salesperson, suggest        
that there was a need for consumers to be able to take more             
control over their information retrieving. In the user studies         
the participants expressed that the sales personnel was        
generally not available when in need of assistance, and that          
this would motivate them to rather use a digital system.          
However, many of the participants did not want to interact          
with sales personnel even though they were available, as         
they expressed they did not want to interact with sales          
personnel if they did not have to. This was also apparent in            
the initial exploratory survey where the participants claimed        
they would rather find product information themselves       
in-store if they could. The observed unwillingness of        
wanting to interact with sales personnel, would suggest a         
social benefit in a digital service option that did not require           
any direct human interaction. A customer may not want to          
interact due a specific scenario or mental health problems.         
Regardless of the reason, a digital service option that         
covered the user needs would serve as a relief from human           
contact and thus enhance the customer in-store experience. 

The findings also suggest an unsatisfied need for objective         
and more extensive information, as the participants stated        
that sales personnel might give them biased information,        
influenced by their subjective opinions or sales intentions.        
They mentioned that the information provided by sales        
personnel was often limited and that an AR-application        
could provide with more extensive information with the        
access to online data, as well as functionalities not provided          
by a salesperson. The findings showed a generally positive         
attitude towards exchanging sales personnels assistance for       
a digital system, and not specific for an AR solution          
although the questions were posed with focus on AR. There          
is a great chance that by providing a digital interface (where           
augmented reality has great possibility) that better met the         
in this paragraph suggested user needs, their in-store        
experience would be enhanced. 
 
Some results indicated the possibility to engage customers        
in sustainability concerns. Several participants mentioned      
that they would use the AR-app to learn more about          
products before purchasing them. One participant in the        
second user study specifically stated that the an AR-app         
could provide with information that they might not know         
they wanted, information they normally do not ask about.         
This suggested that by presenting not asked-for product        
information in a way that captures the users interest, they          
could get engaged in matters they otherwise wouldn’t. By         
introducing environmental sustainability factors    
surrounding the product in an interesting way, the users         
might become more environmental sustainability aware. 
 
The two most common reasons why the participants would         
rather use an AR-app than going online was that they found           
the fit more realistic as it provided fit in relation to a real             
physical mannequin instead of a picture, and the not having          
to search for the garment, instead finding the accurate         
garment of right size and color right away by scanning it.           
This again suggested that the technology of augmented        
reality provided unique possibilities to be able to view a          
garments artifacts in a more natural, realistic way. It also          
suggested that AR might be a more suitable alternative than          
going to the online store in general for information         
retrieving in in-store situations, as the navigation flow was         
perceived as more efficient. One participant also stated that         
going online feels like a bigger leap than using AR in store,            
as the AR-app would build on online information to the          
current offline channel rather than switching to the online         
channel. Thus, it is possible that using AR for information          
retrieving might provide a way for multi-channel retailers to         
achieve an omnichannel solution for their customers, which        
is one of the great practical tasks for retailers of today           
according to Gibe, Gunsjö & Lindqvist (2015) in order to          
better meet the customer needs (Lewis et al. 2014). One          
could further discuss that retailers who offer omnichannel        
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solutions would attract and maintain more customers, and        
thus yield more sales than retailers who do not. 
 
Future work 
For future researchers of this area, it would be relevant to           
implement the interface by connecting it to an actual         
database holding information about different garments in       
order to be able to optimize the interface better for          
non-static data. The entities included in the database should         
correspond to the garments, and attributes should       
correspond to the parameters found to be of interest in this           
research. As it was shown critical to participants that the          
dynamic information in the interface was accurate and up to          
date, it would be suggested to evaluate cloud solutions for          
the storage of data. 
 
Method and data critique 
Conclusions based on the empirical data would have higher         
reliability if a higher number of participants were recruited         
both in the exploratory survey, and in the user studies.          
Although the results of the study shows promise, it does not           
provide enough proof for the concluded parameters of        
product information and implications for visualization and       
interaction. The fact that all participants were recruited        
from an IT-company could imply that the data gathered in          
the survey and user studies might be favourable in terms of           
attitude towards new technology. However, for this research        
it might have been an advantage since the participants were          
educated enough to have qualified opinions about new        
technology in relation to existing technology. 
 
CONCLUSION 
It was found that fit, available colors, sizes, origin,         
material, and stock status in the current store and other          
branches was the parameters of greatest interest to the         
participants. Material was of high and origin of low interest. 
 
Being able to view a garment’s fit in 3D in relation to a real              
physical object was found to bring trustworthiness to the         
application. Otherwise it was found that the participants        
were many times relying on written communication in order         
to trust the information included. However, innovative       
visualizations were found to have the possibility to facilitate         
learning and raising awareness. 
 
It was found that there was of great importance that the           
interface was fast and easy to use. Swiping and scanning          
interactions were found suitable for this matter since they         
contributed to an intuitive interface.  
 
The users’ desire of initial instructions and confirmations        
suggested that meta-communication in the current context       
was important. Communication between the application and       
the user, regarding the flow in which actions are prefered to           
take place as well as explanations of what is being          

communicated through visualizations during the first use.       
Confirmations should exist throughout all uses. 
 
The observed unwillingness of wanting to interact with        
sales personnel, suggests that a digital service option that         
covered the user needs would serve as a relief from human           
contact and thus enhance the customer in-store experience. 
 
Two affordances of augmented reality was found to        
contribute to the participants sense of retrieving online        
information while still being present in the offline channel.         
These affordances were image-recognition for product      
search, and the addition of computer-generated information       
to physical products. It is possible that using augmented         
reality for information retrieving in-store might contribute       
to achieving an omnichannel solution for multi-channel       
retailers to provide their customers. 
 
There is a need for a service option that better meets the            
user requirements than existing options. The user       
requirements that were found not met with sales personnel         
were quick assistance, no human interaction, and objective        
and extensive information. The online store was found to         
not provide trustworthy information regarding the      
garment’s appearance and fit, quick access, and closeness to         
offline store. The participants expressed a positive attitude        
towards AR in the current context, as they were willing to           
exchange both sales personnel assistance and the online        
store for an AR-app for information retrieval. The AR-app         
developed in this research fulfilled to some extent all the          
above mentioned user requirements not fulfilled by existing        
service options, which would argue for an enhanced in-store         
experience by providing customers with an augmented       
reality application including solutions for the concluded       
findings regarding content, visualization and interaction      
provided in this research.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Survey questions 
 

1. Age? 
❏ 18 - 24 
❏ 25 - 34 
❏ 35 - 44 
❏ 45 - 54 
❏ 55 - 64 
❏ 65+ 

 
2. Sex? 

❏ Male 
❏ Female 
❏ Other 

 
3. How often do you shop clothing in-store? 

❏ Every week or more 
❏ Every month 
❏ Every other month to every quarter of a year 
❏ Every year or less 

 
4. How often do you shop clothing online? 

❏ Every week or more 
❏ Every month 
❏ Every other month to every quarter of a year 
❏ Every year or less 

 
5. The majority of times shopping clothing, who do you shop for? 

❏ Myself 
❏ Others 

 
6. What information is of interest for you while shopping? 

____________________________________________ 
 

7. Does the information you wish to be provided with differ when shopping online and in-store? 
____________________________________________ 

 
8. What information is the most critical? 

____________________________________________ 
 

9. Why? 
____________________________________________ 

 
10. Can you think of any information about clothing that you feel is often missing in-store? 

____________________________________________ 
 

11. What information do you base your purchase decision on, when you finally decide to purchase a clothing product? 
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____________________________________________ 
 

12. Was there ever a case when you did not buy a clothing product because there was lack of certain information? 
____________________________________________ 
  

13. Do you prefer finding out product information yourself or asking a salesperson? 
❏ Myself 
❏ Salesperson 

 
14. Why? 

____________________________________________ 
 

15. If you were to be provided with the following information about clothing, would you invest time in taking it into 
consideration while shopping in-store? 

 

 1 = Never 2 3 4 5 = Always 

Stock status      

Location in-store      

Materials      

Origin      

Ecological 
footprint 

     

Rating on 
community site 

     

Availability in 
other stores 

     

Possibility to put 
aside item in 
other stores 

     

Directions to 
other stores 
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Appendix 2: User testing 
Think-aloud testing task 

- Task: Explore the fit, production country and find the stock status of a white male t-shirt size L at the Riddargatan 
branch. 

- Launch the ARtest app 
- Scan marker on one of the t-shirts 
- Scan marker on mannequin 
- Swipe right or left on the t-shirt until you find the white color 
- Swipe up on the t-shirt to change size to L 
- Swipe right or left on the stock until you find the Riddargatan branch stock status 

 
Semi-structured interview questions 

1. Age? 
❏ 18 - 24 
❏ 25 - 34 
❏ 35 - 44 
❏ 45 - 54 
❏ 55 - 64 
❏ 65+ 

 
2. Sex? 

❏ Male 
❏ Female 
❏ Other 

 
3. How often do you shop clothing? 

❏ Every week or more 
❏ Every month 
❏ Every other month to every quarter of a year 
❏ Every year or less 

 
4. The majority of times shopping clothing, who do you shop for? 

❏ Myself 
❏ Others 

 
5. On a scale from 1-5, how well did the information provided in the interface correspond to your interest in 

information concerning fashion retail products? 
 

1 = Not at all likely 2 3 4 5 = Very likely 

     

 
6. Why? 

_________________________________ 
 

7. What is your overall opinion of the visualization of information (Origin, fit, size, color, stock status, different 
branches)? 
_________________________________ 
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8. What is your overall opinion of the interaction (Swiping and scanning)? 

_________________________________ 
9. On a scale from 1-5, how likely is it that you would use this interface while shopping in-store? 

1 = Not at all likely 2 3 4 5 = Very likely 

     

 
10. Why? 

_________________________________ 
 

11. On a scale from 1-5, how likely is it that you would use this type of AR-interface for retrieving online information 
related to your in-store shopping experience, instead of going to the online store? 

1 = Not at all likely 2 3 4 5 = Very likely 

     

 
12. Why? 

_________________________________ 
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